DIY MASK

Materials:
Pipe Cleaners
Elastic
Hoover HEPA Vacuum bag
(we used type Y)
Thread
Hot glue gun & glue
Pencil
Sewing machine
Scissors
Printout of mask template

DIRECTIONS

1. Make sure your hands and area have been cleaned before making the masks.
2. Carefully cut the corners of the vacuum bag.
3. Cut pattern out of paper. Using a pencil, trace pattern unto vacuum bag. DO NOT PIN PATTERN TO BAG.
4. Cut out masks.

5. Take one mask.

6. Open mask up. Take top layer and flip it up.

7. Take one pipe cleaner and bend it in half.

8. Put hot glue on one side of pipe cleaner.

9. Let glue cool a little. If it’s too hot it will melt the fabric. Once cooled a little, attach pipe cleaner to mask.
10. Fold back top layer.

11. Stitch top & bottom.

12. Cut elastic to 11” or length of paper.

13. Cut elastic in half.

14. You should now have two pieces of elastic.

15. One piece of elastic will be attached to the top, the other piece on the bottom.

16. Make sure elastic is lined up to the side of mask but should be slightly below top of mask.

17. Stitch edge of elastic to mask.
18. Stitch other three sides of elastic to mask.

19. Fold mask. Make sure fabrics are lined up.

20. Stitch along the side of mask.

21. Once you have one stitch done, flip mask over and make a second stitch closer to the edge. Repeat steps 20 & 21 to other side of mask.

22. Mask is finished! Cut off any loose threads. Good job. Now you can start making the other three masks!